ABSTRACT.
Let B(H) be the set of all bounded endomorphisms (operators) on the complex Hubert space H. T € B(H) is paranormal if \\(T -z/) || = l/d(z, cr(T)) for all z £ cr(T) where d(z, cr(T)) is the distance from z to cr(T), the spectrum of T. If J is the set of all paranormal operators on H, then J contains the normal operators, JÍ, and the hyponormal operators; and J is contained in JL, the set of all T £ B(H) such that the convex hull of cr(T) equals the closure of the numerical range of T. Thus, JÍ C J C i_C B(H). Give B(H) the norm topology.
The main results in this paper are (1) We begin by giving the notation to be used and by defining some of the more 
Since N is normal and z ep(N),
Thus T is paranormal. A is not hyponormal, T is not hyponormal. By [l] , W (A) is the closed disc of radius 1/2 about z = 1, and W {A ) is the closed disc of radius 1 about z = 1.
Therefore
OeU'(A2)C W{T2) and 0 í co (o{T)2) = co a{T2).
Therefore, co a(T ) ¿ H'(T) and so T is not paranormal. 
Since the general ||R(T, z)\\ > l/d{z, o(T)), T is paranormal. 
W (T) = lim W(T )= lim co ff(T ) C co a(T) + (e).
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Since £>0 is arbitrary, W (T) C co a(T). Since in general co a(T) C W (T), T e X..
Let Jl be the set of all normal operators on 77. Since \\T -T\\ -> 0 implies ||T* -T*|| -> 0, Jl is closed in the uniform operator topology on B (77). Since T e Jl implies aT e Jl for any complex a, Tí is arcwise connected.
We already know that Jl C f Cx. C B (77). We will now investigate the relative topological properties of these four sets. Stampfli [20, Theorem C] has shown that Jl = J when dim 77 < oo. However, when dim 77 = oo, then Jl is a very "thin" subset of f. We first show that if T is in the interior of Jl, then a(T) must contain at least 
